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UA in a Nutshell

Universal Acceptance (UA) ensures that all domain names and email addresses can be used by all Internet-enabled applications, devices and systems.
Five Verbs to UA Readiness
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Email Address Internationalization (EAI)

EAI is the protocol that allows non-ascii characters in email address. EAI mail is fully interoperable with legacy ASCII mail system.

The email address has two parts, local part and domain part.

nitin@xgenplus.com

Email address internationalization supported servers/clients are supposed to deal with non-ascii email address perfectly i.e. gmail, outlook, xgenplus.
Is your registry UA & EAI READY?

* It is not ‘difficult’, but it is **worthy** and can be done.

* Don’t make assumptions, be prepared to validate input

* Support Unicode

* Accept IDN/EAI – Display IDN/EAI

* The problem is software - Your application needs to be adjusted.
UA & EAI Ready Email Solution

E-Mail Only - Focus Makes Profession

Fully UA Ready & comes with Security, Antispam, Data Leak Prevention, Encryption, Archiving, SMTP gateways, all “on premise”.
Those Who Dare – Achieves

Global Recognitions: "Universal Acceptance Thought Leader"

For Rajasthan State’s New Email Project – Brings Millions of Hindi Speakers Online
Thanks !!!

Any questions?
visit : www.uasg.tech
Join the Mailing List :
https://uasg.tech/subscribe
Follow: @UASGtech

Reach me: nitin@Xgenplus.com
visit : www.xgenplus.com
Follow: @xgenplus.com

WANT TO BE EAI - READY
TALK TO ME !